
Written translation of interview with Erin “Penny” Miller 

1. USF  if there is an emergency communicates with me through text messaging, 
but on a normal basis they communicate through blackboard and email too

2. I like that USF promptly communicates when there is an emergency and even if 
there is not an immediate threat they will let us know of emergencies through 
text messaging, and I like that professors keep their blackboard accounts 
current so that we are able to communicate back and forth with them.

3. I feel like sometimes USF does not efficiently use 2 -way communication when 
communicating with students, sometimes when I look at  Note-a-Bulls thing I 
think they are only talking at me not to me or wanting me to communicate back

4. I believe that the question if USF communicates effectively or ineffectively 
because some means are and some aren’t, for instance some events that I might 
not participate in or might not know about because I’m not involved in certain 
groups or clubs that they ineffectively communicate with me because they only 
put it in Note-a-Bulls but there is so much info crammed into Note-a-Bulls it 
just makes me not want to read it at all instead of sending little emails about 
certain things school-wide things they only put in Note-a-Bulls but Mass Comm 
things they usually put in specialty emails or newsletters which is actually 
helpful so I would say Mass Comm communicates effectively but USF as a whole 
does not.

5. USF should be more innovative in their means of communications, for instance 
Kelly Burns communicates effectively with all of her students and PR students 
through Twitter account. I was not very familiar with Twitter before I learned 
that Kelly Burns sent an email to everyone saying we should all get a Twitter and 
that we could email her questions anytime and that she would email back. She 
actually posts really prevalent info about Mass Comm and pr on her twitter 
account and it makes it more fun to communicate with her because we feel like 
it’s more personalized and makes it seem like she cares

6. For personal social media I use facebook most often and I’m trying to get into 
twitter more because I was learning from Kelly burns that it is an important 
element of social media that we need to be in touch with. And if you consider 
email then email too

7. I don’t believe that USF uses facebook well at all. I know that USF Mass Comm 
has a facebook page and I don’t feel like it is kept up and personalized at all 
because if you meet most students in mass comm. We are very animated and 
have very individual voices it’s not communicated on the facebook page and I 
think that needs to be more personalized

8. I would prefer that USF used twitter to communicate I think that facebook 
students are going to be too worried about their personal lives being shown but 
at the same time USF and all the professors are working hard to ensure that we 
make our facebook viewer friendly especially for when we are getting jobs so 
students really shouldn’t be as worried about what is on their facebook if they 
are using it correctly.

9. The biggest advantage of USF using social media to communicate with its 
students is that students are on all day long and they would see the info first 

10.The disadvantage would be the clutter for instance if USF uses facebook to 
communicate with students then all the other noise like posting random 



pictures or stuff about their personal lives would get mixed in with facebook for 
USF and it would get ignored

11.Depending on the channel that they use for social media sites like twitter I think 
would be effective because it’s a clear message and unless they abuse the power 
of it and post things all day long which isn’t prevalent or just sending one 
message every hour that would just be obnoxious and people would ignore it 
but I think that it could be effective if they use it properly.

Interview with Adriana Santos

1. I usually get a lot of newsletters via email and I also read the oracle
2. It’s usually really insightful and it really covers each college and kind of 

broadens and advertises each topic about what’s going on on-campus
3. Not really it’s all been pretty clear, sometimes its biased in the oracle but other 

than that its pretty good.
4. I would say it’s definitely effective. I usually understand what’s going on and its 

quick and easy to read that way I don’t waste my time when I’m getting the 
news

5. Maybe in the newsletters don’t make them not so thick. A lot of the times they 
are so jam packed with information may be giving them in multiple intervals and 
not in one big chunk.

6. Definitely use facebook and twitter sometimes
7. I don’t think USF uses facebook that much but some of the student orgs and 

student affairs entities use them and its pretty effective I mean you can RSVP to 
events and different things on there

8. Definitely facebook
9. I think it’s just easy because students are always on there and its easy to 

promote using pictures and catchy phrases and stuff like that and you can see if 
other students are interested in what the population looks like

10.It’s not as professional, and a lot of the times if it’s an event that needs an 
application you cant put it up there.

11.Yes, because they already do use them and like I said before students are more 
attracted to easy to read websites with pictures and outlets that are less 
academically related that are more likely to attract them.


